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Abstract. One problem in query reformulation process is to
nd an
optimal set of terms to add to the old query. In our TREC experiments
this year, we propose to use the association rule discovery (especially
apriori algorithm) to nd good candidate terms to enhance the query.
These candidate terms are automatically derived from collection, added
to the original query to build a new one. Experiments conducted on a
subset of TREC collections gives quite promising results. We achieve a
19% improvement with old TREC7 adhoc queries.
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Introduction

Enriching a user's query with synonyms or related terms can improve search
performance in a text retrieval system. There are at least two methods to reformulate a search query. The rst one is to use relevance feedback where related
terms come from the contents of user-identi ed relevant documents, or pseudorelevance feedback where expanded terms come from the top k retrieved documents which are assumed to be relevant [4]. The second one is to include terms
from an online thesaurus [6] or manually selected terms [3] to the old query. However, these two methods (except the pseudo-relevance feedback) involve with the
presence of the user or an additional knowledge source.
We concentrate in our TREC experiments this year with a novel query enhancement technique. Additional terms appended to the original query are obtained from applying apriori algorithm, an association rule discovery used in
data mining to extract some useful rules from a large database, to a subset of
TREC collections. We have not obtained any promising result with the new adhoc TREC8 query set yet, but achieved 19% improvement with the old adhoc
TREC7 queries using our DSIR retrieval system [5].
Our report has been organized in the following way. Section 2 introduces
brei y the apriori algorithm, and shows how we apply it to a subset of TREC
collections. Section 3 gives detail how we set up our experiments and provides
preliminary results. Finally, section 4 concludes this report.
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Applying Apriori algorithm to TREC Collection

The apriori algorihtm, introduced by Agrawal [1], has been widely used to mine
useful knowledge in large transaction databases. Typically, a transaction is a
list of items (or goods) purchased by a customer during a visit in a store or
supermarket. Knowledge are derived in terms of a list of association rules such
as \95% of customers who purchase tries and auto accessories also later get
automotive services done", or a formal rule like \85% of customers who buy
product A and B also buy product C and D. Discovering all such customer buying
patterns is valuable for cross-marketing and attached mailing applications. Other
applications include catalog design, product placement, customer segmentation,
etc., based on their buying patterns [2].
The problem description of mining association rules can be given as follows.
The support of a set of items (called later itemset ) in a transaction database
is the fraction of all transactions containing the itemset. An itemset is called
frequent if its support is greater or equal to a user-speci ed support threshold.
An association rule is an implication of the form X
Y where X and Y are
disjoint itemsets. The support of this rule is the support of X Y . The con dence
of this rule is the fraction of all transactions containing X that also contain Y
(i.e. the support of X Y divided by the support of X ). From the second example
above, the \85%" is the con dence of the rule A,B
C,D . Given a set of
transactions, the problem of mining association rules is to nd all association
rules that have support and con dence greater than the user-speci ed minimum
support, and minimum con dence respectively [2].
To apply association rule mining to our query reformulation problem, we
assume that each document can be seen as a transaction while each separate
word inside can also be seen as item or product bought buy a customer. Applying
apriori algorithm to a TREC collection with speci ed minimum and maximum
support, and con dence will produce a set of association rules in form of X Y ,
where X and Y are disjoint set of related words (or wordset ). An enhanced query
is then reformulated by adding all words in wordset Y if the wordset X appears
in the original query.
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Preliminary Experiments and Results

We still use DSIR [5] retrieval system in our experiments. Since each pass of association rule discovery takes several hours on a Pentium class machine, we then
choose to conduct the experiments using only the FT (Financial Times) collection. FT is rst preprocessed in form of transaction database before applying
apriori algorithm. All derived rules are employed in the query expansion process.
The minimum and maximum support, and con dence are then the additional
indexing parameters. Table 1 below gives some results of our experiments.
The rst row in Table 1 gives average precision concluded from a set of experiments using original TREC7 queries to search in FT collection with varying
document-query weighting combinations. We choose this row as the baseline.
The other rows gives results when our new query expansion technique has been

Run
no expansion
10-40-10
10-40-30
10-40-40
10-40-50

lnc.ntc
lnc.atc lnc.anc lnc.ltc
0.0722
0.0606
0.0458
0.0835
0.0857
0.0658
0.0333
0.0737
(+18.70%) (+8.58%) (-27.29%) (-11.74%)
0.0861
0.0631
0.0428
0.0725
(+19.25%) (+4.13%) (-6.55%) (-13.17%
0.0736
0.0624
0.0425
0.0893
(+1.94%) (+2.97%) (-7.21%) (+6.95%)
0.0727
0.0610
0.0429
0.0835
(+0.69%) (+0.66%) (-6.33%) (0%)

Table 1.

Query expansion results.

applied. The series of numbers, for example \10-40-10", are the percentage of
minimum and maximum support, and the percentage of con dence parameters
used in apriori algorithm.
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Conclusion

Table 1 illustrates very promising results. We can achieve 19% improvement with
this query expansion technique, without using any additional knowledge source
(i.e. thesaurus, or relevance data) or any user intervention. Since, in our TREC
experiments this year, we are quite shortage of time and computing resource,
we then unfortunately do not nish our test and has any result on the TREC8
query set.
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